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Written by members of the Apollo product team, this is the official guide to the Alpha release of Adobe Apollo, the new cross
platform desktop runtime from Adobe Labs. Apollo for Adobe Flex Developers Pocket Guide explains how to build and deploy
Flash-based Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) to the desktop using Adobe's Flex framework. This book describes concisely how
Apollo works, and offers numerous examples for those who want to start building RIAs for the desktop right away. Why put RIAs
on the desktop? They're already supposed to offer the responsiveness of desktop programs. Unfortunately, web browsers were
designed to deliver and display HTML-based documents, not applications. The conflict between document- and applicationfocused functionality creates several problems when deploying applications via the browser. Adobe Apollo gives you the best of
both worlds -- the web development model and true desktop functionality. This pocket guide explains how to: Set up your
development environment Create your first application Use the File I/O API Use HTML within Flex-based Apollo applications Use
the included Apollo mini-cookbook for common tasks The book also includes a guide to Apollo packages, classes, and commandline tools. Once you understand the basics of building a Flex-based Apollo application, this pocket guide makes an ideal reference
for tackling specific problems. Adobe Developer Library is a co-publishing partnership between O'Reilly Media and Adobe
Systems, Inc. and is designed to produce the number one information resources for developers who use Adobe technologies.
Created in 2006, the Adobe Developer Library is the official source for comprehensive learning solutions to help developers create
expressive and interactive web applications that can reach virtually anyone on any platform. With top-notch books and innovative
online resources covering the latest in rich Internet application development, the Adobe Developer Library offers expert training
and in-depth resources, straight from the source.
Security and Privacy in the Age of Uncertainty covers issues related to security and privacy of information in a wide range of
applications including: *Secure Networks and Distributed Systems; *Secure Multicast Communication and Secure Mobile
Networks; *Intrusion Prevention and Detection; *Access Control Policies and Models; *Security Protocols; *Security and Control of
IT in Society. This volume contains the papers selected for presentation at the 18th International Conference on Information
Security (SEC2003) and at the associated workshops. The conference and workshops were sponsored by the International
Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) and held in Athens, Greece in May 2003.
HTTP Pocket ReferenceHypertext Transfer Protocol"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
XML, the Extensible Markup Language, is everywhere: the syntax of choice for newly designed document formats across almost
all computer applications. Now used daily by developers, XML is living up to its reputation as one of the most important
developments in document interchange in the history of computing. A perennial bestseller, the handy XML Pocket Reference from
O'Reilly has been revised once again to give you quick access to the latest goods. In addition to its comprehensive look at XML,
this third edition has been updated with new material on Namespaces and XML Schema--considered among the most important
elements in current XML use--along with RELAX NG and Schematron, additional powerful tools for describing XML document
structures. Like other titles in O'Reilly's Pocket Reference series, the XML Pocket Reference, 3rd Edition features a well-organized
format that gets right to the point. As a result, it's already won over the allegiance of developers everywhere. If you need XML
answers quick and on the fly, this compact book is most definitely the book for you.
* SUSE is the leading Linux distribution in Europe, with a strong enterprise presence and reputation as the most secure Linux
distribution * Written by two SUSE insiders, this book explains the best way to carry out a task while making full use of SUSE's
configuration utilities and unique YaST modules * Offers unique information not found anywhere else on the latest SUSE editions,
including Enterprise Server, Professional (for home users and developers), Standard Server, and Desktop (Enterprise desktop)
DVD includes the Fall 2004 release of the SUSE Personal Edition, a $29.95 value
"Speaking computer is about learning a foreign language and culture called computers. It describes the abstract world of
technology in familiar human terms. By using colorful metaphors, pop culture references, and real life examples, it explains many
fundamental computing ideas... These chapters are here to serve as your guidebook for civilization's modern lifestyle tool"--P. [4]
of cover.
A handbook to the most frequently used HTML tags lists entries alphabetically by subject and includes an introduction to HTML
structure and syntax
Introduces the UNIX environment for the Mac OS X, discusses UNIX utilities, and explains how to perform tasks including creating
files and navigating the Internet.
An exploration of the relationship between XML and Office 2003, examining how the various products in the Office suite both
produce and consume XML. Beginning with an overview of the XML features included in the various Office 2003 components, it
provides guidance on how to import or export information from Office documents into other systems.
???????????????????????????, ????????????????????????????????????????,
???????????????????????Linux??????????Linux?????, ?????Linux?????????.
The Pocket Guide to TCP/IP Sockets is a quick and affordable way to gain the knowledge and skills you need to develop
sophisticated and powerful networked-based programs using sockets. Written by two experienced networking instructors, this
book provides a series of examples that demonstrate basic sockets techniques for clients and servers. Using plenty of real-world
examples, this book is a complete beginner's guide to socket programming and a springboard to more advanced networking
topics, including multimedia protocols.
Inhaltsangabe:Zusammenfassung: Die interaktive Kommunikation über das Internet gewinnt zunehmend an Bedeutung. Der
Webchat ist die wohl am häufigsten benutzte interaktive Kommunikation. Die Frage, wie sich der Verkehr beim Webchat verhält,
wurde noch nicht beantwortet und wird in diesem Dokument untersucht. Um den Webchat vom restlichen Internet-Verkehr trennen
zu können, wurde nach Merkmalen im Webchat-Verkehr gesucht. Der Webchat von einer Woche wurde aus den an der
Universität des Saarlandes gesammelten Traces gefiltert. In derselben Woche wurde der Internet Relay Chat (IRC) gefiltert und in
separaten Traces abgelegt. Die nach dem Filtern erhaltenen Traces werden nach ausgewählten statistischen Eigenschaften im
Webchat und IRC untersucht. Dabei werden die statistischen Eigenschaften im Webchat mit den statistischen Eigenschaften im
IRC verglichen. Inhaltsverzeichnis:Inhaltsverzeichnis: Zusammenfassungi Inhaltsverzeichnisiii Abbildungsverzeichnisv
Tabellenverzeichnisvii 1.Einleitung1 2.Webchat-Systeme3 2.1HTML-Webchat3 2.2Applet-Webchat6 3.Grundlagen11 3.1HTML11
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3.2Schichtenmodell (Layering)12 3.3HTTP12 3.4TCP und IP15 3.5Tcpdump, Session-Ids und IRC17 4.Merkmale der ChatSysteme21 4.1Chat-Systeme und Paketgröße22 4.2HTML-Chat und HTTP24 4.3HTML-Chat und Skriptsprachen25 4.4Weitere
HTML-Chat-Systeme27 4.5Java-Applet-Webchat27 4.6Weitere Chat-Systeme29 5.Filtern von Webchat31 5.1Problemdefinition31
5.2Lösungsweg32 5.3Filtern von möglichem Chat-Verkehr34 5.4Weitere Kriterien für das Filtern38 5.4.1Filtern der Verbindungen
mit der Chat-Ausgabe39 5.4.2Filtern der gesendeten Chat-Nachrichten45 6.Güte des Filters49 7.Statistische Eigenschaften57
7.1Stationäre Zeitreihen und Verteilungen57 7.2Dauer der Chat-Sitzungen59 7.3Anmeldung der Chat-Sitzungen64 7.4ChatNachrichten in einzelnen Verbindungen64 7.5Interarrival-Time der Chat-Nachrichten66 7.6Gesendete und empfangene Bytes
einzelner Chat-Sitzungen72 8.Ausblick75 9.Zusammenfassung und verwandte Arbeiten77 A.Filterprogramme und Güte81
This updated and expanded second edition of the HTTP Pocket Reference: Hypertext Transfer Protocol provides a user-friendly
introduction to the subject Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A flowing
writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the
most complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject . We
hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career & Business.
A compact, conveniently formated guide to all features used in everyday mod_perl programming covers a wide range of functions
and configuration directives designed to help maximize the effectiveness of the mod_perl Apache module. Original. (Intermediate)
????:?????
When you need quick answers for developing or debugging Java programs, this pocket guide provides a handy reference to the
standard features of the Java programming language and its platform. You’ll find helpful programming examples, tables, figures,
and lists, as well as supplemental information about topics including the Java Scripting API, third-party tools, and the basics of the
Unified Modeling Language (UML). Updated for new features through Java SE 7, this little book is an ideal companion, whether
you’re in the office, in the lab, or on the road. Quickly find Java language details, such as naming conventions, fundamental types,
and object-oriented programming elements Get details on the Java SE 7 platform, including development basics, memory
management, concurrency, and generics Browse through basic information on NIO 2.0, the G1 Garbage Collector, and Project
Coin (JSR-334) features Get supplemental references to development, CM, and test tools; libraries; IDEs; and Java-related
scripting languages Find information to help you prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 7 Programmer I exam
Presents a combined view of content and wireless technologiesuseful to both the industry and academia Offers a good mix of
theory and practice to understand theinternal working of the wireless/mobile content deliverynetworks Bridges the gap between the
wireless and content researchcommunities Focuses not only on the latest technology enablers for speediercontent delivery in the
mobile Internet, but also on how tointegrate them to provide workable end-to-end solutions
Complete coverage of the 4.01 changes Hip Pocket Guide to HTML 4.01 Fast answers to your HTML questions With topics
arranged alphabetically for easy reference, this handy guide gives you definitions, attributes, context, usage, and examples for
every HTML 4.01 tag. It's your one indispensable reference for accurate, efficient HTML tagging and great-looking Web pages.
Inside, find the most complete and up-to-date information Concise overview of the HTML language Full coverage of tag attributes
Loads of examples and screen shots An index of tags broken down by topic Entire ISO-Latin-1 character set www.idgbooks.com
??????????????,??????????????????,????????HTML & CSS?????????????,??????????????????????,????????????????
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Web servers running
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0. Zero in on core IIS support procedures and everyday tasks using quick-reference
tables, step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get the focused, streamlined information you need to solve problems and get the
job done—whether you’re at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to: Install Web and application server components Learn core
techniques for managing IIS Configure Web sites, servers, and virtual directories Customize Web content, including error
messages and redirection Manage Web applications, application pools, and Microsoft ASP.NET Configure SMTP, POP3, and
advanced messaging options Implement security features—permissions, certificates, SSL Monitor and optimize IIS performance
Manage IIS backups and metabase configurations
The HyperText Transfer Protocol, or HTTP, is the backbone of the World Wide Web. HTTP is the language that each web browser
(or other web client) uses to communicate with servers around the world. All web programmers, administrators, and application
developers need to be familiar with HTTP in order to work effectively.The HTTP Pocket Reference not only provides a solid
conceptual foundation of HTTP, it also serves as a quick reference to each of the headers and status codes that comprise an
HTTP transaction. The book starts with a tutorial of HTTP, but then explains the client request and server responses in more
detail, and gives a thorough technical explanation of more advanced features of HTTP (such as persistent connections and
caching).Most people use the Web every day without knowing anything about HTTP, but for those who need to get "beyond the
browser," this book is the place to start.
The Fast Forward MBA Pocket Reference Second Edition -more comprehensive and convenient than ever! When the success of
your business hangs in the balance, you needreliable, authoritative information immediately. You need aresource that covers all
the corporate bases-communications,management, economics, strategy, accounting, finance, marketing,and more. You need The
Fast Forward MBA Pocket Reference,Second Edition. Packed with information designed to serveall your business needs, this
handy, highly readable book is theultimate companion for those moments when you need to put yourfinger on the right advice at
the right time-now. This updated and revised Second Edition offersclear, concise coverage of the complete range of essential
businesstopics in a handy format. You'll find all the latest cutting-edgeideas, including new developments in technology, strategy,
andbranding, as well as key terms, tools, and topics in short, livelyentries that give you all the information you need. The Portable
MBA The Fast Forward MBA-- the compact business companion you'll useevery day! Keep up with the newest ideas in business
Brush up on the basics you can't do without Find direct, practical answers to complicated problems
How many times have you reached an impasse while writing code because you couldn't remember how something in Java
worked? This new pocket guide is designed to keep you moving. Concise, convenient and easy to use, the Java Pocket Guide
gives you Java stripped down to its bare essentials -- in fact, it's the only book on Java that you can actually fit in your pocket.
Written by Robert and Patricia Liguori, senior software and lead information engineers for Java-based air traffic management and
simulation environments, Java Pocket Guide contains everything you really need to know about Java, particularly everything you
need to remember. The book pays special attention to the new areas in Java 5 and 6, such as generics and annotations. Why do
you need the Java Pocket Guide? It's the only CliffsNotes-style guide to Java available Lets you find important things quickly
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without consulting 1000-page tutorials Includes many command-line options Organized for quick and easy use on the job If you're
looking to learn some aspect of Java, this is not your book. Java Pocket Guide is for the experienced Java programmers among
you who need quick reminders to jog your memory on how something in the language works. Simply put, this pocket guide offers
practical help for practicing developers.
Explains how to use the open source scripting language to process and validate forms, track sessions, generate dynamic images,
create PDF files, parse XML files, create secure scripts, and write C language extensions.
The Internet Encyclopedia in a 3-volume reference work on the internet as a business tool, IT platform, and communications and
commerce medium.
????Web 2.0??Web????????????,????????????,?????,??????????????,?????????.???????????,????Ajax,CSS,JavaScript,Flash?
??????????,?????????????????.
Behind every web transaction lies the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) --- the language of web browsers and servers, of portals
and search engines, of e-commerce and web services. Understanding HTTP is essential for practically all web-based
programming, design, analysis, and administration.While the basics of HTTP are elegantly simple, the protocol's advanced
features are notoriously confusing, because they knit together complex technologies and terminology from many disciplines. This
book clearly explains HTTP and these interrelated core technologies, in twenty-one logically organized chapters, backed up by
hundreds of detailed illustrations and examples, and convenient reference appendices. HTTP: The Definitive Guide explains
everything people need to use HTTP efficiently -- including the "black arts" and "tricks of the trade" -- in a concise and readable
manner.In addition to explaining the basic HTTP features, syntax and guidelines, this book clarifies related, but often
misunderstood topics, such as: TCP connection management, web proxy and cache architectures, web robots and robots.txt files,
Basic and Digest authentication, secure HTTP transactions, entity body processing, internationalized content, and traffic
redirection.Many technical professionals will benefit from this book. Internet architects and developers who need to design and
develop software, IT professionals who need to understand Internet architectural components and interactions, multimedia
designers who need to publish and host multimedia, performance engineers who need to optimize web performance, technical
marketing professionals who need a clear picture of core web architectures and protocols, as well as untold numbers of students
and hobbyists will all benefit from the knowledge packed in this volume.There are many books that explain how to use the Web,
but this is the one that explains how the Web works. Written by experts with years of design and implementation experience, this
book is the definitive technical bible that describes the "why" and the "how" of HTTP and web core technologies. HTTP: The
Definitive Guide is an essential reference that no technically-inclined member of the Internet community should be without.
???????????????2001?
This is a superb source of quickly accessible information on the whole area of electrical engineering and electronics. It serves as a
concise and quick reference, with self-contained chapters comprising all important expressions, formulas, rules and theorems, as
well as many examples and applications.
Explains how to detect viruses, what steps to take once infected, and how to prevent future attacks.
This updated edition teaches everything you need to know to create effective web applications with the latest features in PHP 5.x.
You’ll start with the big picture and then dive into language syntax, programming techniques, and other details, using examples
that illustrate both correct usage and common idioms. If you have a working knowledge of HTML, the authors’ many style tips and
practical programming advice will help you become a top-notch PHP programmer. Get an overview of what’s possible with PHP
programs Learn language fundamentals, including data types, variables, operators, and flow control statements Understand
functions, strings, arrays, and objects Apply common web application techniques, such as form processing, data validation,
session tracking, and cookies Interact with relational databases like MySQL or NoSQL databases such as MongoDB Generate
dynamic images, create PDF files, and parse XML files Learn secure scripts, error handling, performance tuning, and other
advanced topics Get a quick reference to PHP core functions and standard extensions
?????:???
This quick Julia programming language guide is a condensed code and syntax reference to the Julia 1.x programming language, updated
with the latest features of the Julia APIs, libraries, and packages. It presents the essential Julia syntax in a well-organized format that can be
used as a handy reference. This book provides an introduction that reveals basic Julia structures and syntax; discusses data types, control
flow, functions, input/output, exceptions, metaprogramming, performance, and more. Additionally, you'll learn to interface Julia with other
programming languages such as R for statistics or Python. You will learn how to use Julia packages for data analysis, numerical optimization
and symbolic computation, and how to disseminate your results in dynamic documents or interactive web pages. In this book, the focus is on
providing important information as quickly as possible. It is packed with useful information and is a must-have for any Julia programmer. What
You Will Learn Set up the software needed to run Julia and your first Hello World example Work with types and the different containers that
Julia makes available for rapid application development Use vectorized, classical loop-based code, logical operators, and blocks Explore
Julia functions by looking at arguments, return values, polymorphism, parameters, anonymous functions, and broadcasts Build custom
structures in Julia Interface Julia with other languages such as C/C++, Python, and R Program a richer API, modifying the code before it is
executed using expressions, symbols, macros, quote blocks, and more Maximize your code’s performance Who This Book Is For
Experienced programmers new to Julia, as well as existing Julia coders new to the now stable Julia version 1.0 release.
Acts as a reference source for readers ranging from novice users to power users, providing information about concepts including how Outlook
works, common tasks, time-saving tips, keyboard shortcuts, and file locations.
User Interfaces (UI) of applications, since about 2010, are usually implemented by dedicated frontend programs, following a Rich-Client
architecture and are based on the Web technologies HTML, CSS and JavaScript. This approach provides great flexibility and power, but
comes with an inherent great overall complexity of UIs, running on a continuously changing technology stack. This is because since over
twenty years Web technologies still progress at an extremely high invention rate and unfortunately at the same time still regularly reinvent
part of their self. This situation is harmless for small UIs, consisting of just a handful dialogs and having to last for just about one or two years.
However, it becomes a major hurdle for large UIs, consisting of a few hundred dialogs and having to last for five or more years. This is
especially the case for the complex UIs of industrial Business Information Systems. The main scientific contribution of this dissertation is the
Hierarchical User Interface Component Architecture (HUICA), a scalable software architecture for Rich-Client based User Interfaces. It is
primarily based on the important architecture principle Separation of Concerns (SoC), the derived idea of Hierarchical Composition, the
invented design pattern Model-View-Controller/Component-Tree (MVC/CT) and the existing concepts Presentation Model and Data Binding.
CD-ROM contains: Microsoft eMbedded Visual Basic -- Microsoft eMbedded Visual C++ tools -- Microsoft Pocket PC SDK -- Microsoft HPC
2000 SDK.
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Firewalls, Network Address Translation (NAT), network logging and accounting are all provided by Linux's Netfilter system, also known by the
name of the command used to administer it, iptables. The iptables interface is the most sophisticated ever offered onLinux and makes Linux
an extremely flexible system for any kind of network filtering you might do. Large sets of filtering rules can be grouped in ways that makes it
easy to test them and turn them on and off.Do you watch for all types of ICMP traffic--some of them quite dangerous? Can you take
advantage of stateful filtering to simplify the management of TCP connections? Would you like to track how much traffic of various types you
get?This pocket reference will help you at those critical moments when someone asks you to open or close a port in a hurry, either to enable
some important traffic or to block an attack. The book will keep the subtle syntax straight and help you remember all the values you have to
enter in order to be as secure as possible. The book has an introductory section that describes applications,followed by a
reference/encyclopaedic section with all the matches and targets arranged alphabetically.
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